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ABSTRACT
Time has become a standard feature used in EDM models, and
is used in models of meta-cognitive strategies to models of
disengagement. Most of these models consider whether a
student action is “too fast” or “too slow”. However, an open
question remains on how we define and select these cut-offs.
Moreover, it is not clear that the same cut-offs are appropriate
across different situations. Some students may generally
respond faster than others; more difficult items may take
different amounts of time. In this paper, we consider whether
absolute or relative indicators of time are more appropriate as
cut-offs, and whether simple transformations (such as log time)
are useful when representing time. We do so through
visualizing student performance in relation to general student
ability, item difficulty, and different ways of representing time.
We find that student knowledge and item difficulty should be
taken into account when choosing cut-offs, and that there are
advantages to representing duration in terms of standardized
log-time.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the decade since the Educational Data Mining
community began to coalesce, one of the most common ways
to interpret student behavior has been to look at the amount of
time taken to respond to questions. Early work by Aleven,
Baker, and Beck tried to determine whether a response was
“too fast”, indicating gaming the system, help abuse, try-step
abuse, or disengaged behavior [1, 2, 3]. Soon, work began to
consider whether a response was “too slow” as well [4].
Researchers noted that performance seemed to degrade when
behavior reached either of these two extremes. This theme of
trying to identify behavior as “too fast” or “too slow”
continues to this day [5, 6]. Actions that are “too fast” or “too
slow” are seen as components in a range of EDM models,
including contemporary models of gaming the system [7], offtask behavior [8, 9], carelessness [10, 11], and selfexplanation [12].

However, one of the interesting aspects of this body of
literature is how remarkably inconsistent it is, as noted by [5].
Despite their conceptual simplicity, researchers do not agree
what “too fast” or “too slow” means. This inconsistency may
not be a major concern when these parameters are empirically
fit using training labels, but is somewhat more concerning
when cut-offs are rationally defined.
Part of the reason for inconsistency, of course, is that “too
fast” and “too slow” are inherently contextual. Interfaces
matter. A student completing division problems by typing in
answers is likely to respond faster than a student chasing down
a skeleton and hitting the right divisor key [13]. Ability
matters. A 7-year old solving arithmetic problems is likely to
perform more slowly than a 38-year old. Difficulty matters.
Even for the same user interface and an experienced adult, “49
/ 7” will be solved more quickly than “602 / 7”.
For this reason, it is unlikely there is a universal answer to
how fast is too fast, and how slow is too slow. Nor will it be
easy to find a simple formula or set of formulas that can
predict this. Mathematical models based on memory [14] can
make predictions about speed in some situations, but are
incomplete for many of the complex types of problem-solving
and the activities surrounding problem-solving in modern
learning environments. At the same time, there exist simple
psychometric models that can predict a considerable amount
of variance in performance, which may be useful in
investigations of this nature.
One solution, as discussed above, is to empirically select a
single cut-off, but part of the challenge is that even within a
learning environment, cut-offs both vary contextually, and
exist on a continuum. In this paper, we will examine this
continuum in a visual fashion, across different situations
within a single online learning environment. Specifically, we
will analyze how the relationship between time and
performance varies when students vary in knowledge, and for
items of different overall difficulty.
We will also investigate whether the most commonly used
way to represent time (number of seconds) is the best
representation for understanding these issues, or whether
standardizing or transforming time makes it easier to
understand the relationship between time and performance.
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By better understanding these relationships, we will be able to
select more appropriate cut-offs, and develop more precise
models for discovery with analysis and interventions.

2. DATA SET
We investigate these issues in the context of one of the world’s
most widely used digital learning environments, McGraw-Hill
Education’s Connect system [16, 17]. Connect is currently
actively used by approximately two million students and
25,000 instructors. Within Connect, instructors select questions
from question banks and the system then administers them to
the student as homework, quiz, exam, or practice assignments.
Most items are auto-graded by the system, and immediate
feedback is provided when relevant (e.g. not during exams).
Within homework and practice assignments, students can make
multiple attempts to answer each question, based on the
policies set up by the instructor. In this paper, we use item and
questions interchangeably.
Connect is organized into courses; each course is tied to a
McGraw-Hill book title, and question banks are organized in
relation to book chapters. In this paper, we focus on a single
textbook in order to avoid including radically different material
together in the same analysis (for example, one might expect
calculus problems to take longer to solve than questions about
the factual aspects of history). We analyze a data set from 173
courses that utilize the title McGraw-Hill's Taxation of
Individuals and Business Entities, 6th Edition, by Brian
Spilker, a medium-sized data set with relatively consistent item
design, involving a course text with items selected as a focus
for enhancement within McGraw-Hill at the time this research
was being conducted. Within this textbook, there were multiple
types of items: multiple choice items where single responses
were correct, multiple choice items where multiple responses
were correct, fill-in-the-blank items, matching questions, and
ungraded essays (removed prior to analysis).
Within this textbook, within the period between August 2014
and November 2014, 3,882 students (working with 86
instructors) answered 2,947 distinct questions. In total, this set
of students attempted to answer questions 536,520 times, an
average of 138.21 attempts per student.
Prior to analysis, we removed all ungraded questions from the
data set (as assessing correctness is outside the scope of this
paper). We also removed attempts where the student timed-out
due to inactivity within the system for 60 minutes, and where
the student’s response time was not collected or had impossible
values (due to logging errors). For this specific analysis, we
removed students’ second and subsequent attempts to answer
questions, focusing on their performance and time taken on
their first attempt. Although second and subsequent attempts
are relevant to issues of modeling student behaviors such as
off-task behavior and gaming the system, these times are
strongly influenced by the time taken on the first attempt, and
are relatively more complex to consider. As such, we leave
analysis of second and subsequent attempts to future work. The
resultant cleaned data set involved 3,632 students answering
2,689 distinct questions, attempting to answer items 365,302
times, an average of 100.58 attempts per student.
Within these items, scores were distributed between 0 and 1,
with 76% of items receiving a fully correct score of 1.
However, partial credit was assigned by instructors and, as a
result, is somewhat non-uniform; different items had different
partial credit assigned for different responses. As such, the

partial credit information was less useful for analysis than in
other systems where it is assigned in a consistent fashion [15,
18]. To avoid having our results impacted by this
inconsistency, we assigned a value of 0 (incorrect) to any
student response that was not fully correct. Only 7.9% of the
problem attempts were affected by this modification.

2.1 Tagging with Question Difficulty and
Student Ability
In order to understand how student knowledge and item
difficulty influence the relationship between time taken and
performance, we annotated the data with a well-known
psychometric model: the Rasch Model [19, 20].
The Rasch Model is one of the most widely used models in the
history of psychometrics. It relates performance to student
ability (treated here as overall knowledge of the domain) and
item difficulty. More recent and advanced models from the
psychometrics and student modeling literature consider change
in knowledge over time, group items into latent skills,
explicitly model the probability of guess and slip, and use
different uncertainty functions for students and items [21, 22,
23, 24, 25]. However, the Rasch model is appropriate for the
analysis here, as assesses student knowledge and item
difficulty (which is what we focus on in the analyses below), it
is known to function well when different students answer
different items [19], and has high stability and reliability [20].
The equation for the Rasch model is given as follows [19]:

where b is the question difficulty parameter, θ is the student
ability (knowledge) level, and P(θ) is the probability that the
student will answer the current item correctly. Within this
model, if a student’s ability is equal to the item’s difficulty (θ =
b), the probability that the student will answer the question
correctly is 50%. As the student’s ability becomes higher or the
item’s difficulty becomes lower, the probability of correctness
increases and finally is approximately equal to 1;
correspondingly, as ability becomes lower or difficulty
becomes higher, the probability of correctness approaches 0.
As is standard [19], we use Maximum Likelihood Estimation,
in this case converging after seven iterations, to estimate the
values of θ and b for each student and item based on actual
data. After fitting and applying the model, all student attempts
are tagged with a difficulty parameter and an ability parameter.
This model achieves an R-squared value of 0.322, and an A’
(mathematically equivalent to AUC but easier to calculate) of
0.852, calculated using the A’ calculator available at
http://www.columbia.edu/~rsb2162/computeAPrime.zip .

3. Analysis
We analyze the research questions discussed above through a
set of visualizations, created in Python’s matplotlib library.
Each of the visualizations will place some variant of the time
taken by the student to give a response on the X axis, and
place the percentage of times when the student response was
correct (percent correct) on the Y axis. In the visualizations,
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item responses are binned to one-second grain-size. For that
bin, we find the percent correct and plot a dot there; if there
are more items in the bin, the dot is made larger.

3.1 Baseline Graph
In the first visualization, Figure 1, we consider the baseline
relationship between time taken and percent correct. Item
difficulty according to the Rasch model is also included in the
visualization as color, with darker colored dots representing
easier items and lighter dots representing harder items (e.g. if a
dot is dark, the items composing that dot were on average
easier).[12]

“too fast” than 12 seconds. Similarly, the decline in
performance can be seen to begin around 4.75 log time taken
but to accelerate after 5.5 log time taken, suggesting a
potentially better “too slow” cut-off. While these cut-offs are
somewhat harder for a reader to interpret directly from the
numbers, they allow us to make more sophisticated distinctions
than were possible just from absolute time.

Figure 2: The relationship between the time taken (log scale) to
respond to an item, and correctness. Color is used to denote
item difficulty.

3.2 Standardization
Figure 1: The relationship between the time taken to respond to
an item, and correctness. Color is used to denote item
difficulty.
As Figure 1 shows, students who spend very little time on an
item typically achieve low percentage correct. As the time
taken increases, performance improves, curving up from 0
seconds to about 12 seconds; this range of the graph is denoted
“A”. Percent correct remains stable from 20 seconds to 60
seconds; this range of the graph is denoted “B”. As students
spend over 60 seconds, their performance somewhat declines
again; this range of the graph is denoted “C”. This graph shows
a similar qualitative pattern to the pattern seen in other
systems, but with the shifts occurring at different points. For
example, Beck [3] finds that performance improves up until the
student has spent 4 seconds, remains stable under 7 seconds,
and drops gradually after that.
It is worth noting that despite these shifts, it is non-trivial to
find cut-offs. 12 seconds is approximately the inflection point
where performance shifts to being stable, but it probably
contains more positive behavior than would be desired. It
might still be desirable to pick a lower cut-off point for “too
fast”. Similarly, the difference between 60 seconds and 100
seconds for “too long” is relatively minimal.
One limitation to Figure 1 is that fewer and fewer data points
are seen as the times get longer, making it difficult to show all
the data in a relatively limited horizontal space. This limitation
can be addressed by switching from absolute time in seconds,
to a logarithmic scale for time, shown in Figure 2. By
switching to a logarithmic scale, the long tail of long response
times is compressed to a small section of the plot and we can
show more data while maintaining the essence of the graph.
The log scale thus makes it easier to present our full data.
The log scale also makes it easier to see that there are more
inflection points than Figure 1 showed. The same ranges (0-12
seconds, 20-60 seconds and 60+ seconds) are marked in Figure
2 as in Figure 1, to enable comparison. Note that between 0-12
seconds (range A), there is a secondary inflection point around
3.5 log time taken where performance shifts from improving
slowly to improving quickly. This might be a better cut-off for

One common decision seen in many models that measure
student time [26, 27] is to represent student time in terms of
standard deviations faster or slower than the average time,
calculated as a Z-score, and referred to as standardized time or
unitized time. This transformation, which assumes that time is
normally distributed, uses the formula
𝑍=

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒)
𝑆𝐷 (𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒)

The logic is that this approach accounts for the fact that
different items need different amounts of time to answer them,
allowing fairer comparison of student time on different items.
Figure 3 shows the results of applying this transformation to
our data.

Figure 3: The relationship between the standardized time taken
to respond to an item, and correctness.
As this graph shows, most of the data is now clumped together.
Notably, the center of the data is not at 0 SD; instead the
median is somewhere around -0.5 SD. Though 0 SD is by
definition the average value, it is clearly not the median value.
This is a common limitation to using standardization, and one
that the authors have observed in previous data sets as well. As
such, using standardization is vulnerable to skewness and
outliers in the original data, making it broadly unsuitable for
use across data sets – or indeed, for cases where the magnitude
of the long time outliers may vary over time. This can occur,
for example, when the original data set has a small number of
students with extremely high outlier times, or when the system
time-out may change over time. This suggests that standardized
time is undesirable for use in cut-offs, since the cut-off points
may vary depending on the exact outliers in the data set. This
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could be addressed by ignoring the outliers when computing
the SD value (i.e. truncating the values of extreme outliers
[28];) but doing so will only incompletely address a second
problem; the data is highly compressed relative to the previous
visualizations we have examined. Most of the data points occur
in a fairly small range. In this case, 64.4% of the data is
clumped between Z= -1 and Z = 0. If the data were distributed
according to assumptions, 68% of data would be clumped
between Z= -1 and Z= 1, double the range. This clumping
makes it difficult to see the inflections in performance for rapid
student responses; although the graph’s clumping does allow us
to see that there is some rise in performance for very high
response times (a set of outliers outside of bounds for the
earlier representations).
One alternative, shown in Figure 4, is to use [29] modified Zscore, which is computed as:
𝑀! =

0.6745 (𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 )
𝑀𝐴𝐷 (𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒)

where MAD stands for Median Absolute Deviation.

Figure 4: The relationship between the modified Z-score
standardized time taken to respond to an item, and correctness.
This approach centers the data better, but does not solve the
problem of the data being compressed.
Another alternative is to conduct standardization on time
transformed to a logarithmic scale, shown in Figure 5. As we
saw in the previous section, using a logarithmic scale spread
out the data better and allowed us to see inflection points more
clearly.

Figure 5: The relationship between the standardized logtransformed time taken to respond to an item, and correctness.
As Figure 5 shows, standardizing using a logarithmic scale
centers the data as well as using modified Z-score, but spreads
the data out better. The data is broadly centered on Z = 0, with
most of the data (68.82%) between Z = -1 and Z = 1 (almost
exactly the amount that one would expect for normally
distributed data). The same inflection points visible at the left
side of Figure 2 are visible at the left side of Figure 5. At the
same time, while the logarithmic nature of the transformation
does compress the right tail somewhat, we nonetheless can see
the same rise in performance at very high time taken that we
saw in Figure 3. As such, this representation helps us in

understanding the data and choosing cut-offs, while gaining the
benefit of comparability that standardizing variables gives us.

3.3 Studying Item Difficulty
One factor that is worth considering is that the time taken
appears to be associated with how difficult the items are.
Figures 1 and 2 each show difficulty in terms of color, with
blue representing easier items (according to the Rasch model
discussed above) and white representing harder items.
In Figure 1, we can see that the hardest items are found at the
two ends of the spectrum; the briefest times taken, and the
longest times taken. It is unsurprising that students take longer
on hard items. The connection between difficulty and brief
responses is also reasonable; students are more likely to
become disengaged and engage in behaviors such as gaming
the system and carelessness when encountering hard items [30].
The same pattern is seen in Figure 2, although whether the
lowest difficulty is seen for higher or lower times varies
between graphs. This is simply a result of the fact that Figure 2
shows more of the data set than Figure 1, due to the use of a
logarithmic scale.
This leads to the question of how we should expect the
relationship between the student’s time taken and their
performance to change based on item difficulty. In particular,
does the same amount of time taken mean different things for
easy items versus difficult items? It is plausible to hypothesize
– for example – that rapid responses on easy items may imply
fluent knowledge [31] but rapid responses on difficult items
may imply disengagement [3].
We examine this by grouping items, based on their difficulty
according to the Rasch model b parameters, into 5 bands,
shown in Table 1, and displayed in Figures 6 and 7.
Table 1: The difficulty groups shown in Figures 6 and 7, based
on b in the Rasch model. Items with b below -3 look very
similar to items with b from -1 to -3, so they are included in the
same group.
Difficulty < -1

Dark Blue

Difficulty 0 to -1

Light Blue

Difficulty 0 to 1

Light Yellow

Difficulty 1 to 3

Yellow

Difficulty > 3

Red

Figure 6: The relationship between the log-transformed time
taken to respond to an item, and correctness, for each of the
difficulty bands shown in Table 1.
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As Figure 6 shows, the pattern for dark blue and light blue (the
lower-difficulty items) is largely the same as in Figure 2.
Correctness increases fairly rapidly when students spend more
time, leveling off and then slowly declining for high amounts
of time spent. However, the amount of time needed for high
levels of correctness is higher for the light blue items (b
between 0 and -1) than for the dark blue items (b below -1).
This suggests that the same cut-off for “too fast” is not
appropriate for items with different difficulty.

discussed above) and white representing less knowledgeable
students. Note that this color scheme corresponds to the color
scheme used for difficulty – students are less likely to produce
correct answers for white dots.

Figure 8: The relationship between the time taken to respond to
an item, and correctness. Color is used to denote student
overall domain knowledge, assessed using the ability parameter
in the Rasch model.

Figure 7: The relationship between the standardized logtransformed time taken to respond to an item, and correctness,
for each of the difficulty bands shown in Table 1.
As Figure 7 indicates, this difference between the time needed
for the lowest-difficulty items (dark blue) and the moderately
low-difficulty items (light blue) cannot be controlled for,
simply by switching to standardized log time. Even after we
switch to standardized log time, more time is needed for the
moderately low-difficulty items than for the lowest-difficulty
items, to reach high levels of correctness.
The decline in performance for students who spend too much
time (possibly going off-task, or asking for help) is seen for
both of these two item difficulty groups, in both the log-time
graph and the standardized log-time graph.
Interestingly, the patterns seen are different for the higherdifficulty items. Focusing on yellow and red, we can see that
there is no clear inflection point where spending more time is
associated with worse performance, or even a clear leveling off
in performance. For yellow (b between 1 and 3), there is a
range between -1 and -1.5 standardized log time where
performance may be leveling off or mildly dropping, but it is at
best a minor and brief shift, compared to the lower-difficulty
bands. For yellow, “too fast” cut-offs could be placed within
the -1 to -1.5 SD range, somewhat higher than for lower
difficulty (it is hard to identify any good place for a cut-off in
the non-standardized graph). For red (b above 3), there is
essentially no range where increasing time does not improve
performance. For neither of these bands is there a clear “too
slow” range, where performance worsens once too high a time
spent is reached.
These graphs show that time cut-offs should not be considered
independently of item difficulty. We are not aware of any
models of gaming the system, carelessness, off-task behavior,
or related constructs that explicitly consider item difficulty.
Our results suggest that this omission is lowering the quality of
these models.

3.4 Studying Student Knowledge

Figure 9: The relationship between the log transformed time
taken to respond to an item, and correctness. Color is used to
denote student overall domain knowledge, assessed using the
ability parameter in the Rasch model.
Figures 8 and 9 show a different pattern than Figures 1 and 2.
Whereas those earlier figures indicated that short and long
times were seen for hard items, Figures 8 and 9 indicate that
brief times are seen for the least able students while long times
are generally seen for knowledgeable students. This result
suggests that less knowledgeable students appear to be more
likely to engage in behaviors such as gaming the system and
carelessness, but there does not seem to be a similar pattern for
off-task behavior.
Figure 10 shows the same item difficulty bands as were seen in
Figure 7, but colored in terms of student ability rather than item
difficulty. We can see that regardless of question difficulty, if
the response time is too fast relative to the average for the item,
the student is likely to be of low ability. However, we can also
see from box T1 that this low ability is also seen for longer
response times for harder items. For the easiest items, lower
ability is seen below -2 SD for time; for the hardest items,
lower ability is seen below -1.2 SD for time. As such, this
figure indicates that the behavior of answering too fast is seen
across questions with different difficulties, though the cut-off
should differ.
For higher difficulty items, longer time taken is associated with
better students, as shown in T2. But this effect only manifests
for the higher difficulty items; these items are more
discriminative in terms of the relationship between student
ability and longer time taken. Finally, most of the examples of
responses that are relatively much longer than other responses
occur on the easier items – it is harder to distinguish responses
that are genuinely too long for harder items.

Finally, we consider how the student’s knowledge of the
domain impacts their time spent. Figures 8 and 9 each show
knowledge in terms of color, with green representing more
knowledgeable students (according to the Rasch model
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not become disengaged; alternatively, perhaps the students who
never become disengaged perform better, and appear to have
the highest knowledge. Or perhaps being classified by the
Rasch model as having the highest knowledge requires both
having the highest knowledge and never becoming disengaged.

Figure 10: The relationship between the log-transformed time
taken to respond to an item, and correctness, for each of the
difficulty bands shown in Table 1, but colorized in terms of
student ability.
Given these results, we can reasonably ask: how should we
expect the relationship between the student’s time taken and
their performance to change based on the student’s general
knowledge of the item? In particular, does the same amount of
time taken mean different things for knowledgeable students
versus not knowledgeable students? Correspondingly, with the
above, it is plausible to hypothesize – for example – that rapid
responses by knowledgeable students may imply fluent
knowledge but rapid responses by struggling students may
imply disengagement [14].
We examine this by grouping students, based on their
knowledge level according to the Rasch model θ parameters,
into 5 bands, shown in Table 2, and displayed in Figure 11.
Table 2: The difficulty groups shown in Figure 11, based on b
in the Rasch model. Items with θ below -3 look very similar to
items with θ from -1 to -3, so they are included in the same
group.
Knowledge < -1

Dark Red

Knowledge 0 to -1

Brick Red

Knowledge 0 to 1

Pink

Knowledge 1 to 3

Light Green

Knowledge > 3

Green

Figure 11: The relationship between the standardized logtransformed time taken to respond to an item, and correctness,
for each of the student knowledge bands shown in Table 2.
As Figure 11 shows, the pattern for brick red, pink, and light
green (the medium-knowledge students) is largely the same as
in Figure 9. Correctness increases fairly rapidly when students
spend more time, leveling off, declining, and then coming back
up a little for the highest amounts of time spent. The pattern is
different for the highest-knowledge students.
The highest-knowledge students (green) essentially do not have
any very rapid responses and show similarly high performance
across the spectrum of time taken. This can be interpreted in at
least three ways. Perhaps the highest-knowledge students do

The lowest-knowledge students (dark red) have very poor
performance for low amounts of time spent. However, their
performance never flattens out, although the rate of
improvement slows. The more time these students spend, the
better they do. Despite that, these students’ performance never
reaches a very high level.
One other thing that is visible in the graph is that the amount of
time needed for asymptotic levels of correctness is lower for
the higher knowledge students (θ above 1) than for the lower
knowledge students (θ below 0). See the line B-D in the
Figure, which links the asymptotic point for high-knowledge
students to the near-asymptotic point for low-knowledge
students. This suggests that the same cut-off for “too fast” is
not appropriate for students with different ability.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated how the relationship
between the time taken by students and their performance is
mediated by student general knowledge and item difficulty. We
also investigate whether different ways of representing time
(standardized or non-standardized; log-transformed or nontransformed) impact our ability to recognize cut-offs and
inflections in student performance. We analyze these questions
by visualizing the relationship between time taken and
performance under each of these different conditions.
We find that using a logarithmic scale allows for showing more
data while making it easy to present the full data range while
standardization allows for a fairer comparison of student time
on different items. We find that the combination of these
approaches facilitates identifying cut-offs and infection points
in student performance.
We find that students who spend very little time on an item
typically achieve low percent correct and as the time taken
increases, performance improves. However, as students spend
over a certain time, their performance somewhat declines
again. The amount of time needed for very successful
performance is different for easier and harder items and is
higher for the easy items compared to very easy items. Hence,
we suggest that the same cut-off for “too fast” is not
appropriate for items with different difficulty levels.
Student performance declines when students spend too much
time on easy and very easy items. The patterns seen are
different for the higher-difficulty items. For the difficult and
very difficult items, we do not observe any clear inflection
point where spending more time is associated with worse
performance.
As such, we can conclude that time cut-offs should not be
considered independently of item difficulty. We are not aware
of any models of gaming the system, carelessness, off-task
behavior, or related constructs that explicitly consider item
difficulty. Our results suggest that this omission is lowering the
quality of these models.
In terms of student overall domain knowledge, we find that the
most successful students seldom respond in very short amounts
of time. As discussed above, this may reflect in part the fact
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that very quick responses make the student appear generally
less successful within the Rasch model. However, we also see
that the generally knowledgeable students show consistently
high performance for most the span of time taken, whereas the
less generally knowledgeable students’ performance does not
level off to the same degree.
For higher difficulty items, longer time taken is associated with
better students. However, this effect only manifests for the
higher difficulty items; these items are more discriminative in
terms of the relationship between student ability and longer
times taken. In future work, we will try to correlate these
longer times with students’ usage of other online materials
during. At present we do not have access to this level of
detailed data.
These results suggest overall that models that consider student
time taken during online learning, and select time cut-offs,
should take student general knowledge and item difficulty into
account. However, the exact cut-offs will probably differ
between systems and also possibly differ with content.
It would be useful to investigate whether the findings seen here
are general across other contexts. In our future work, we will
investigate their generality to other textbooks, and whether the
findings also generalize to other online learning platforms. It
would also be useful to examine existing models depending on
time cutoffs, and see whether measures of general student
knowledge (perhaps average correctness so far across skills)
and item difficulty can produce more accurate models of
constructs like gaming the system and off-task behavior.
Ultimately, this type of model may enhance the effectiveness
of behavior detection, leading to more effective interventions
to struggling and disengaged students. One of our upcoming
steps will be to use these analyses to develop behavior
detectors for our platform, that can be used to help to students
who are answering too fast or who are struggling and
responding slowly. We will then measure the impact of these
changes on learning outcomes, to see the degree to which these
approaches can enhance student learning.
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